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Abstract

Nonsilica oxide glasses have been developed and studied for many years as promising 
alternatives to the most used silica glass for the development of optical fiber lasers with 
unique characteristics. Their main properties and compositions, alongside the optical 
fiber fabrication principle, have been previously reviewed in part I. This chapter will 
review the development of optical fiber lasers operating in the infrared wavelength 
region based on nonsilica glass fiber materials, either phosphate, germanate or tellurite.

Keywords: nonsilica oxide glass, phosphate glass, germanate glass, tellurite glass, fiber 
laser, single-frequency fiber laser, mode-locked laser, high energy pulsed fiber laser, 
nonlinear wavelength conversion, supercontinuum

1. Introduction

The possibility to dope inorganic glasses with rare-earth (RE) ions has allowed the develop-

ment of glass-based solid state lasers with various configurations, including bulk, microchip 
and optical fibers [1]. Optical fiber lasers and amplifiers, in particular, found applications in 
several fields, ranging from telecom (erbium-doped fiber amplifier, EDFA) to remote sensing 
(light detection and ranging, LIDAR), materials processing (high power lasers for marking, 
engraving and cutting) and medicine (for diagnosis and therapy of several diseases) [2].

The development of high power fiber lasers, up to 100 kW, did exploit the subsequent 
advances in engineering and manufacturing high purity silica optical preforms and fibers 
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originally intended for telecommunication applications [3]. The recent development of a 

fiber-based supercontinuum (SC) laser source with super high spectral power density was 
also made possible thanks to the low optical attenuation level achievable in silica glass and 
new photonic crystal fiber fabrication technology [4].

Despite its success, however, silica glass possesses several intrinsic limits, as detailed in part I, 
namely: a high phonon energy around 1100 cm−1 [5]; a limited rare-earth doping concentration 

level [6] and a short infrared transmission edge, which restricts its use for numerous high impact 
applications, such as mid-infrared (mid-IR) lasers, chemical sensing and infrared imaging [7].

The so-called soft glasses are based on alternative glass formers exhibiting different nature and 
structure, which offer alternative phonon energies and transmission characteristics, high rare-
earth ions doping levels (up to 1021 ions/cm3) and high optical nonlinearity (orders of magni-
tude higher than that exhibited by silica glass). Soft glasses include oxide and nonoxide glasses.

In this chapter, oxide-based soft glass fiber laser sources are reviewed, and the important 
aspect of soft glass fiber integration with standard optical components is also discussed. 
Wavelengths above 1400 nm belong to the so-called eye-safe range, where the eye fluids 
absorb part of the radiation and additionally the cornea cannot effectively focus the beam 
into the retina: lasers operating in this interval can be used outdoors at higher power levels 
without compromising the eye safety issue, being the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) 
higher [8]. Section 2 reports the main examples of phosphate glass fiber lasers, which mainly 
focus on emission wavelengths ranging from 1 to 1.5 μm. They include the following types of 
optical fiber laser sources: continuous-wave (CW) lasers, single-frequency lasers, high repeti-
tion rate mode-locked lasers and high energy amplifiers. Germanate fiber lasers are reviewed 
in Section 3, with a focus on emission wavelengths near or above 2 μm, where the glass com-

position performs at its best. Finally, Section 4 concerns the main types of tellurite fiber lasers, 
namely rare-earth-doped lasers and nonlinear wavelength conversion lasers.

2. Phosphate glass fiber lasers

As discussed in part I, the most attractive properties of phosphate glass are high solubility of 
rare-earth ions and low clustering effects. Therefore, highly doped phosphate fibers can be 
fabricated with low concentration quenching effects and are capable of producing very large 

unit gain (> 5 dB/cm). In addition, phosphate glass has large phonon energy and thus energy 
levels have short lifetimes, which enable high energy transfer rates between co-doped ions 
and reduce detrimental photodarkening effect. Owing to the high gain per unit length, highly 
Nd3+-, Yb3+- and Er3+-doped phosphate fibers have been extensively used to develop a lot of 
short-length (from a few cm to tens of cm) lasers and amplifiers, including continuous-wave 
fiber lasers, single-frequency fiber lasers, high repetition rate mode-locked fiber lasers and high 
energy pulsed fiber amplifiers.

2.1. Continuous-wave phosphate fiber lasers

Phosphate fiber lasers were first demonstrated with Nd3+- and Er3+-doped phosphate fibers at 
1054 and 1366 nm, and 1535 nm, respectively, by Yamashita in 1989 [9]. However, the output 
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powers of these fiber lasers using 10-mm long single-mode fibers were less than 1 mW. Later, 
much higher output power was obtained by using Nd3+-doped multimode phosphate glass 

fibers [10]. In 2011, a watt-level single-mode Nd3+-doped phosphate fiber laser was demonstrated 
with an output power of 2.87 W at 1053 nm and an efficiency of 44.7% [11]. However, due to 
the complicated structure of the energy levels, Nd3+-doped fiber lasers are always susceptible to 
different detrimental effects, such as cross-relaxation, up-conversion, excited state absorption, 
etc., which constrain their power scaling. Compared to Nd3+-doped fiber lasers, Yb3+-doped fiber 
lasers are immune from these efficiency-reducing effects due to their simple energy level struc-

ture and are characterized by a lower quantum defect. The first 10-W level phosphate glass fiber 
laser at the 1 μm band was demonstrated with a 12 wt% Yb3+-doped double-cladding phosphate 

fiber fabricated by NP Photonics [12]. Nearly 20 W output at 1.07 μm with a slope efficiency of 
26.5% was obtained with an 86.4-cm long gain fiber pumped at 940 nm. When a 71.6-cm long 
26 wt% Yb3+-doped phosphate fiber was pumped at 977.6 nm, 57 W output at 1.06 μm with an 
efficiency of 50.6% was obtained even with a propagation loss of this fiber as high as 3 dB/m [13]. 

The output power of CW Yb3+-doped phosphate fiber lasers is only constrained by the thermal 
issues. A 100-W level CW Yb3+-doped phosphate fiber laser can be achieved by reducing the fiber 
loss and improving the fiber thermal management.

Compared to highly Nd3+- and Yb3+-doped phosphate fibers that have been generally used 
for short-length lasers at 1 μm, Er3+-doped phosphate fibers are more attractive because they 
can provide very high gain per unit length at the 1.5 μm telecommunication window and 
thus very short length Er3+-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) can be developed for optical com-

munications. A highly Er3+-doped phosphate fiber was first used for laser amplification at NP 
Photonics in 2001 [14]. A net gain of 21 dB and a gain per unit length of 3 dB/cm were achieved 
in a 71-mm long 3.5 wt% Er3+-doped phosphate fiber. Super compact gain module very suit-
able for signal amplification for local area networks (LANs) has been developed with highly 
Er3+-doped phosphate fiber as shown in Figure 1(a). The length of the pencil-like gain block 
is less than 10 cm and its diameter is 3–6 mm. Over 22 dB peak gain and over 15 nm of 10 dB 
bandwidth have been obtained with such a compact gain module as shown in Figure 1(b). 

Over 40 dB peak gain can be obtained when a dual-end pumping configuration is used.

The gain or output power of a core-pumped Er3+-doped phosphate fiber amplifier is usually 
limited by the maximum available power of single-mode pump lasers. In order to increase 
the gain or output power, double-cladding Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped phosphate fibers have been 
fabricated for cladding-pumping with multimode pump diodes. Due to the high rare-earth 
solubility and large phonon energy typical of the phosphate glass, highly Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped 

phosphate fibers have very high cladding absorption at 980 nm and very efficient energy 
transfer from Yb3+ to Er3+.

In 2015, high concentration Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped double-cladding phosphate fibers have been 
reported with high gain per unit length, specifically 2.3 dB/cm in cladding-pumping configu-

ration and 4.0 dB/cm in core-pumping arrangement [15].

Several watt-level Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped phosphate fiber lasers at the 1.5 μm band have been dem-

onstrated [16–18]. As shown in Figure 2(a), more than 9 W CW 1535 nm multimode output was 
obtained with a 7.0 -cm long 20-μm core Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped phosphate fiber, corresponding to 
a very high output power per unit fiber length of 1.33 W/cm. Diffraction-limited output with 
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an output power of 4 W and M2 = 1.1 was generated with a 7.1-cm long single-mode Er3+-Yb3+ 

co-doped phosphate fiber with a core diameter of 13 μm and core numerical aperture (NA) of 
0.08. Phosphate glass microstructured fiber with an active core area larger than 400 mm2 was 
also fabricated as shown in Figure 2(b) and more than 3 W near diffraction-limited output was 
obtained with a 11-cm long Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped phosphate microstructured fiber.

Although the CW output powers of the highly doped phosphate fiber lasers presented here are 
much lower than those of the counterpart silica fiber lasers, these experiments have shown the 
potential and promise of producing high energy single-frequency lasers and ultrashort lasers 

by using short-length highly doped phosphate fibers, in which the accumulated nonlinearity 
is significantly reduced.

Figure 1. (a) Photograph of a NP photonics mini-EDFA with a pencil-like gain module pumped by a fiber-coupled laser 
diode; (b) calculated and measured gain of the NP photonics mini-EDFA.

Figure 2. (a) Output power as a function of the pump power for a multimode and a single-mode Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped 

phosphate fiber laser; (b) output power of an Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped microstructured phosphate fiber laser as a function of 
the pump power. Inset: Microscope image of the microstructured phosphate fiber.
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2.2. Single-frequency phosphate fiber lasers

Single-frequency lasers operating with only a single-longitudinal mode can emit quasi-mono-

chromatic radiation with very narrow linewidth and ultralow noise. Conventional fiber lasers 
generally consist of meters of fiber with linear cavity configuration and thus cannot gener-

ate single-frequency laser output due to the spatial hole burning. Unidirectional ring cavity 

combined with a narrow-band filter and a very short linear cavity combined with narrow-
band fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) are two major approaches to achieve single-frequency fiber 
lasers. However, ring cavity single-frequency fiber lasers usually suffer from second mode 
and mode hopping. Both distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) and distributed feedback (DFB) 
fiber lasers with a several centimeter long cavity can offer robust single-frequency operation 
without mode hopping. But the output power of a DFB single-frequency fiber laser is limited 
due to the very short length of the gain fiber. Moreover, the stability of DFB fiber lasers is low 
because the FBG is inscribed in the gain fiber where thermal noises will greatly impair the per-

formance of the laser. DBR single-frequency fiber laser can provide robust single-frequency 
operation at watt-level output power and at sub-kilohertz linewidth. DBR single-frequency 
fiber lasers also offer easy and convenient way to tune and stabilize the laser wavelength due 
to their unique configuration. As depicted in Figure 3(a), a DBR single-frequency fiber laser 
consists of a short piece of gain fiber and two fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs). The free spectral 
range of a laser cavity is defined as:

  Δν =   c ____ 
2nL

    (1)

where c is the light speed, n is the refractive index of the optical fiber core and L is the length 

of the fiber laser cavity. Therefore, robust single-frequency operation of a fiber laser can be 
obtained only when L is very short and the free spectral range of the laser cavity is so large 

that only one longitudinal mode is allowed to oscillate within the narrow bandwidth of the 

Figure 3. (a) The configuration of a DBR single-frequency fiber laser; (b) single-longitudinal mode operation of a short-
length DBR laser ensured by the narrow bandwidth transmission of a FBG.
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narrow-band FBG, as depicted in Figure 3(b). Highly doped phosphate glass fibers exhibiting 
extremely high optical gain per unit length with negligible ion clustering are uniquely suit-
able for short-length linear cavity single-frequency fiber lasers.

A highly Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped phosphate fiber was first used to develop a DBR single-frequency 
fiber laser at 1560 nm with an output power higher than 200 mW and a very narrow line-

width of less than 2 kHz [19]. Single-frequency fiber lasers exhibit excellent features of low 
noises, high stability and narrow spectral linewidth, which are usually characterized by opti-
cal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), relative intensity noise (RIN), frequency noise and spectral 
linewidth. The optical SNR of a single-frequency fiber laser is usually measured with an opti-
cal spectrum analyzer using the highest spectral resolution. A typical spectrum of a 1550 nm 
single-frequency fiber laser is shown in Figure 4(a), exhibiting over 85 dB optical SNR. The 
RIN is a key parameter to characterize the optical power fluctuation of a laser. The typical RIN 
of a single-frequency fiber laser is shown in Figure 4(b). The RIN typically has a peak at the 
relaxation oscillation frequency of the laser and then decreases with the increased frequency 
until it converges to the shot noise level. The relaxation frequency peak of the RIN can usually 
be suppressed with a close-loop servo system as shown in the inset of Figure 4(b). The fre-

quency noise is the random fluctuation of the instantaneous frequency of a single-frequency 
laser. The frequency noise is generally directly measured by frequency discriminators, which 
convert frequency fluctuation to intensity fluctuation and then measure the power spectral 
density. The measured frequency noise of DBR single-frequency fiber lasers at 1550 and 
1060 nm is shown in Figure 4(c). The frequency noise typically decreases with the increased 
frequency and exhibits some spikes related to various noises. Due to the various laser noises, 
a single-frequency laser is not perfectly monochromatic and has finite spectral linewidths. 
The spectral linewidth of a single-frequency fiber laser is usually measured with heterodyne 
detection and delayed self-heterodyne detection methods. A linewidth measurement result 
of a noise-suppressed DBR single-frequency fiber laser at 1550 nm assessed with the delayed 
self-heterodyne detection method is shown in Figure 4(d). A very narrow spectral linewidth 
of 500 Hz can be estimated from the −20 dB spectral bandwidth of 10.5 kHz.

The output power of a core-pumped single-frequency fiber laser is limited by the available 
pump power of single-mode pump diodes and is generally at a level of few hundreds of 
mW. A higher output power of a single-frequency fiber laser can be achieved with cladding-
pumping. A cladding-pumped monolithic all-phosphate glass single-frequency fiber laser 
was demonstrated by inscribing FBGs directly into heavily Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped phosphate glass 

fiber using femtosecond laser pulses and a phase mask [20]. A robust single-frequency output 
with power up to 550 mW and a spectral linewidth less than 60 kHz was obtained. In Ref. [21], 

a 1.6 W single-frequency fiber laser was demonstrated with a double-cladding phosphate fiber 
with a 18 μm core doped with 1 wt% Er3+ and 8 wt% Yb3+ ions and a 125 μm cladding.

In addition to single-frequency fiber lasers operating at the 1.5 μm band, several single-frequency 
fiber lasers at the 1 μm band developed with highly Yb3+-doped phosphate fibers were reported 
[22–25]. Over 400 mW single-frequency laser output at 1.06 μm was achieved from a 0.8-cm long 
15.2 wt% Yb3+-doped phosphate fiber [22]. The measured slope efficiency and estimated quan-

tum efficiency of laser emission are 72.7% and 93%, respectively. In Ref. [23], an all-fiber actively 
Q-switched single-frequency fiber laser at 1064 nm was developed by using a piezoelectric to 
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press the fiber and modulate the fiber birefringence. Q-switched single-frequency laser operation 
at repetition rates tunable from several Hz to up to 700 kHz was demonstrated. In 2016, a single-
frequency Yb3+ fiber laser operating at a wavelength longer than 1100 nm was demonstrated with 
a 3.1-cm long 15.2 wt% Yb3+-doped phosphate fiber [24]. More than 62 mW single-frequency laser 
output with a linewidth of 5.7 kHz was obtained.

Highly Yb3+-doped phosphate fibers have also been used to develop single-frequency laser 
sources at 976 nm, which are highly demanded for nonlinear wavelength conversion to gener-

ate coherent blue light at the 488 nm argon-ion laser wavelength. The energy level diagram of 
Yb3+ ions is shown in Figure 5(a). The ground state absorption of the 915 nm pump corresponds 
to a transition from the lowest level of the 2F

7/2
 manifold to the upper level of the 2F

5/2
 manifold. 

The transition from the lowest level of the excited state 2F
5/2

 manifold to the lowest level of the 

Figure 4. (a) Optical spectrum and (b) RIN of a DBR single-frequency fiber laser at 1550 nm; (c) frequency noises of DBR 
single-frequency fiber lasers at 1060 and 1550 nm; (d) typical spectral linewidth measurement result of self-delayed 
heterodyne detection for a DBR single-frequency fiber laser at 1550 nm.
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ground state 2F
7/2

 manifold produces the laser emission at 976 nm. A DBR single-frequency fiber 
laser at 976 nm was first developed with a 2-cm long 6 wt% Yb3+-doped phosphate fiber and 
a pair of silica FBGs [25]. More than 100 mW of linearly polarized output were achieved from 
the all-fiber DBR laser with a linewidth less than 3 kHz. Figure 5(b) shows the optical spectrum 
and the spectral linewidth measurement result of the 976 nm single-frequency fiber laser.

In order to further increase the power level of the 976 nm single-frequency fiber lasers, core- and 
cladding-pumped highly Yb3+-doped phosphate fiber amplifiers have been investigated [25, 26]. 

A 6 wt% Yb3+-doped phosphate polarization maintaining (PM) fiber with a core diameter of 6 
μm and a core NA of 0.14 as shown in the inset of Figure 6(a) was used for the investigations of 
core-pumped single-frequency fiber amplifiers [25]. Figure 6(a) shows the experimental results, 
and over 350 mW linearly polarized output with a slope efficiency of 52.5% was obtained from 
a 4-cm long fiber amplifier. A small signal net gain of 25 dB, corresponding to a unit gain of 
over 6 dB/cm, was achieved with this fiber. The output power of the core-pumped fiber ampli-
fier is limited by the available single-mode pump power at 915 nm. In order to further increase 
the 976 nm single-frequency laser output, cladding-pumping with multimode diodes has to be 
used. The inset of Figure 6(b) shows the microscopic image of an Yb3+-doped double-cladding 

phosphate fiber that was used to investigate the power scaling of a 976 nm single-frequency fiber 
amplifier. This double-cladding phosphate fiber, characterized by a core diameter of 18 μm and 
a core NA of 0.04, is able to support only the fundamental transverse mode at 976 nm. The inner 
circular cladding has a diameter of 135 μm and a NA of 0.45. The outer cladding is also made of 
phosphate glass and its diameter is 150 μm. The core was uniformly doped with 6 wt% Yb3+ ions. 

The output powers of the cladding-pumped fiber amplifiers with different gain fiber lengths 
(L
f
) were measured as shown in Figure 6(b). The output powers of the 6.5, 7, 8 and 10-cm long 

fiber amplifiers are 2.58, 3.41, 3.14 and 3.12 W, respectively, at the maximum launched pump 
power of 70 W. The slope efficiencies of the cladding-pumped fiber amplifiers are much lower 
than those of the core-pumped fiber amplifiers. This is mainly due to the relatively low spatial 

Figure 5. (a) The energy level diagram of Yb3+ ions; (b) optical spectrum of a 976 nm single-frequency fiber laser. Inset: 
Spectral linewidth measurement result of self-delayed heterodyne detection for the 976 nm single-frequency fiber laser.
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overlap between the pump and the doped fiber core in the cladding-pumping configuration. The 
output power and the efficiency of the cladding-pumped single-frequency laser fiber amplifier 
can be significantly improved by using a phosphate fiber with an optimal concentration, a small 
inner cladding, a large core and a specific waveguide to suppress the long wavelength amplified 
spontaneous emission (ASE).

2.3. High repetition rate mode-locked phosphate fiber lasers

High repetition rate mode-locked lasers are essentially needed in many fields of science and 
industry, including material processing, accelerator applications, frequency comb spectros-

copy, metrology and coherent control. Passively mode-locked fiber lasers have shown their 
capability of generating transform-limited pulses in the picosecond regime due to their sim-

plicity and reliability. A drawback of the conventional passively mode-locked fiber lasers is 
that the pulse repetition rate is at a level of tens of MHz due to the long cavity length (several 
meters). The repetition rate f

rep
 of a linear cavity fiber laser operating in the fundamental mode 

locking is expressed as:

   f  
rep

   =   c ____ 
2nL

    (2)

where L is the cavity length, n is the effective refractive index and c is the velocity of the light 

in vacuum. To obtain a GHz repetition rate mode-locked fiber laser, the fiber length has to be 
less than 10 cm. Due to the low absorption coefficient of a conventional silica fiber, which is 
limited by the low RE solubility of silica glass, it is hard to generate a high-efficiency GHz rep-

etition rate mode-locked laser using conventional silica fiber laser technology. This problem 
can be solved with highly doped phosphate fiber laser technology.

Figure 6. (a) Output power as a function of the pump power of core-pumped single-frequency Yb3+-doped phosphate 

fiber amplifiers at 976 nm. Inset: Microscopic image of a 6 μm core PM 6 wt% Yb3+-doped phosphate fiber. (b) Output 
power as a function of the pump power of cladding-pumped single-frequency Yb3+-doped phosphate fiber amplifiers at 
976 nm. Inset: Microscopic image of an 18 μm core 6 wt% Yb3+-doped phosphate fiber.
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Because of the extremely high absorption of the highly doped phosphate fibers, mode-locked 
laser oscillators in all-fiber format with excellent stability and reliability can be developed. As 
shown in Figure 7(a), an all-fiber mode-locked laser at 1034 nm was made by splicing a 5-cm 
long 6 wt% Yb3+-doped phosphate fiber to a 3-cm long chirped FBG and the 2-cm long pigtail of 
a fiber-optic semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM). The total length of the mode-
locked fiber laser cavity is about 10 cm, corresponding to a repetition rate of 1 GHz. The pulse 
train of this laser was measured by a fast photodetector and is shown in Figure 7(b). The optical 

spectrum of the 1 GHz repetition rate mode-locked fiber laser is shown in Figure 7(c). The pulse 

width of this laser was measured by an auto-correlator to be about 16 ps.

The total length of a chirped FBG usually needs to be 3 cm or more so that its bandwidth is 
sufficiently broad to support the operation of a mode-locked laser. Therefore, a chirped FBG 
cannot be used to develop an all-fiber mode-locked fiber laser as its repetition rate is larger 
than 3 GHz. A fiber mirror fabricated by depositing a dichroic thin film onto the fiber end-
face can be used as the cavity coupler of a fiber laser. Therefore, the fiber cavity length can be 
1 cm or shorter and 10 GHz repetition rate mode-locked fiber lasers can be developed. The 
first 10 GHz repetition rate mode-locked fiber laser was reported in 2007 [27]. A heavily Er3+/

Yb3+ co-doped phosphate fiber was used to form 1-cm long cavity with fiber mirrors. Stable 
mode-locked pulse trains with output power as high as 30 mW at 1535 nm were obtained. In 
[28], a compact and stable all-fiber fundamentally mode-locked laser system with a repetition 
rate of 12 GHz was developed with the configuration shown in Figure 8(a). The self-starting 

mode-locked laser consists of a SESAM with low modulation depth and a high gain per unit 
length and a polarization maintaining 0.8-cm long Er3+/Yb3+ phosphate fiber as gain medium. 
The optical spectrum of the 12 GHz repetition rate mode-locked fiber laser is shown in Figure 

8(b). The 12 GHz repetition rate was confirmed by the modulation of the high resolution 
(0.01 nm) spectrum. This mode-locked fiber laser has a temporal pulse width of ∼2.3 ps and 

an average power of 5 mW at a pump power of 400 mW. The timing jitter has been measured 
using an optical cross-correlation method and found to be 44 fs/pulse.

Figure 7. (a) Configuration and setup, (b) pulse train and (c) optical spectrum of a monolithic 1 GHz repetition rate 
mode-locked Yb3+-doped phosphate laser.
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2.4. High energy phosphate fiber amplifiers

The energy of a pulsed laser oscillator is generally much lower than the levels required 
for the applications. Fiber amplifiers have been extensively used to scale up the power/
energy of a laser system because of their high single-pass gains and excellent heat dissi-

pation capability. However, due to the inherent long interaction length of a conventional 
silica fiber amplifier, its output energy is usually constrained by nonlinear effects includ-

ing self-phase modulation (SPM), stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), stimulated Brillouin 
scattering (SBS) and four-wave mixing (FWM), which deform the pulses both in temporal 
and spectral domains. Highly rare-earth doped phosphate fibers allow the construction of 
rather short fiber amplifiers enabling high energy pulse amplification less prone to nonlin-

ear distortions. In addition, the nonlinear refractive index of phosphate glass is three times 
lower and the SBS gain cross-section is 50% weaker than those of silica glass. Moreover, the 
photodarkening effect in phosphate glass is also much less pronounced than in silica glass 
[29]. Therefore, highly doped phosphate glass fibers are excellent energy engines for a high 
energy fiber laser system.

High energy single-frequency laser sources are in great demand for a variety of applica-

tions including LIDAR, remote sensing, free-space communication and laboratory research. 
However, the power scaling of single-frequency lasers has been difficult to obtain in fiber 
amplifiers due to limitations primarily related to the SBS, which converts a fraction of the 
desired laser light to a backscattered Stokes-shifted reflection. SBS builds up strongly in the 
fiber because of the long interaction length and small mode field area. So, it has been dif-
ficult to achieve high peak power, single-transverse mode and narrow linewidth operation 
simultaneously in a fiber laser system, especially for a monolithic all-fiber configuration. The 
threshold for SBS in an optical fiber is determined by the parameters of the fiber to be:

   P  
th
   =   

21  A  eff  
 _____ 

 L  eff    g  B  
    (3)

Figure 8. (a) The experimental setup and (b) output optical spectrum of a 12 GHz repetition rate SESAM mode-locked 
Er3+-doped phosphate fiber laser.
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where Aeff is the effective mode field area, Leff is the effective length of the optical fiber and g
B
 

is the SBS gain of the glass fiber. Therefore, using short length and large core fiber is a key 
approach to elevate the peak and average powers for single-frequency lasers. Highly doped 
phosphate fibers with large mode area have been widely used to achieve nanosecond single-
frequency pulses at the 1 and 1.55 μm bands [30–34].

Figure 9(a) shows the output pulse energy and peak power of a highly Yb3+-doped phosphate 

fiber amplifier for 1064 nm 2 ns pulsed single-frequency laser [33]. The 6 wt% Yb3+-doped phos-

phate fiber has a core diameter of 25 μm and a cladding of 250 μm, as shown in the inset of 
Figure 9(a). An average power of 32 W, a pulse energy of 90 μJ and a peak power of 45 kW 
were obtained with a 45-cm long gain fiber at a pump power of 55 W. Figure 9(b) shows the 
output pulse energy and peak power of a highly Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped phosphate fiber amplifier for 
1530 nm 105 ns pulsed single-frequency laser [34]. The fiber core is doped with 3 wt% Er3+ and 

15 wt% Yb3+. The core and cladding diameters of this fiber are 25 and 400 μm, respectively. A sin-

gle-frequency pulsed laser with a peak power of 1.2 kW at a repetition rate of 8 kHz, correspond-

ing to a pulse energy of 126 μJ, was obtained with a 15 -cm long gain fiber at a pump power of 
75 W. When the pulse width of the single-frequency pulses is 10 ns, over 50 kW peak power has 
also been achieved with a SBS-free highly Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped phosphate fiber amplifier [30, 32].

High energy ultrashort pulsed laser sources have enormous impact on many disciplines of sci-

ence and technology. Solid state mode-locked laser sources, namely Ti:sapphire lasers, have 
shown their excellence in producing high energy ultrashort pulses. However, Ti:sapphire laser 
sources usually operate with repetition rates in the kilohertz range, and the output power is 
still at watt level limited by the thermal issues and low efficiencies. The fast acquisitions and 
high yields of various applications are currently boosting demands for ultrafast laser sources 

with high average power and high repetition rate. Fiber amplifiers are high-efficiency energy 
engine for power scaling of high repetition rate mode-locked lasers. However, the energy 

Figure 9. (a) Pulse energy and peak power of a 25/250 μm Yb3+-doped phosphate fiber amplifier for 1064 nm 2 ns single-
frequency laser; (b) pulse energy and peak power of a 25/400 μm Er3+/Yb3+ co-doped phosphate fiber amplifier for 
1530 nm 105 ns single-frequency laser.
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scaling of a mode-locked fiber laser system usually suffers from pulse distortion caused by 
SPM as the pulses propagate through the fiber. The magnitude of the SPM is quantified by 
the B-integral and is proportional to both the beam irradiance inside the amplifier and the 
propagation length, as shown in the following equation:

  B =   2π ___ λ    ∫ 0  
L
     n  

2
   I (z) dz =   2π ____ λ  A  eff  

    ∫ 0  
L
     n  

2
   P (z) dz  (4)

where λ is the laser wavelength, n
2
 is the nonlinear refractive index coefficient, I(z) is the pulse 

peak irradiance along the propagation direction, P(z) is the pulse peak power, L is the total 

fiber length and Aeff is the fiber effective mode area. A B-integral of less than π radians is con-

sidered linear propagation. Above this value, nonlinear phase accumulation will impose tem-

porally broadened pulses and/or significant pulse pedestal. Therefore, compared to several 
meters of silica fiber amplifiers, sub-50 cm highly doped phosphate fiber amplifiers are more 
favorable for mode-locked laser amplification because much less nonlinear distortion is expe-

rienced. Highly doped phosphate fiber amplifiers have already been used to demonstrate 
direct picosecond pulse amplification with low distortion and achieve mJ-level femtosecond 
laser using the chirped pulse amplification technique [35–37].

Figure 10(a) shows the output average power of a 6 wt% Yb3+-doped phosphate amplifier for 
direct amplification of 1.86 MHz repetition rate picosecond pulses at 1064 nm. The Yb3+-doped 

phosphate fiber has a core size of 25 μm and a cladding size of 250 μm. Over 20 W output power 
was obtained with a 40-cm long gain fiber at a pump power of 40 W. In [35], a 1 wt% Er3+ and 

8 wt% Yb3+ co-doped phosphate fiber amplifier was used to directly amplify picosecond mode-
locked pulses at 1.55 μm. An average output power of 1.425 W at a repetition rate of 70 MHz, 
corresponding to a pulse energy and peak power of 20.4 nJ and 16.6 kW, respectively, was 
obtained with a 15 cm long fiber with a core size of 14 μm. In [36], a 2 wt% Er3+-doped phosphate 

Figure 10. (a) Output average power of an Yb3+-doped phosphate fiber amplifier module (shown in the inset) for 1064 nm 
1 MHz 15 ps mode-locked laser; (b) pulse energy and average power of a 25/125 μm Er3+-doped phosphate fiber amplifier 
for 100 kHz mode-locked laser at 1550 nm.
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fiber with a core size of 25 μm and a cladding of 125 μm was fabricated as shown in the inset of 
Figure 10(b) for in-band high-efficiency chirped pulse amplification of a 1.55 μm mode-locked 
laser. As shown in Figure 10(b), ultrashort pulses with pulse energy >140 μJ and average power 
of 14 W were obtained with a 20-cm long gain fiber at a 1480 nm pump power of 40 W. A peak 
power of ~160 MW was obtained with the compressed pulses. This 2 wt% Er3+-doped phosphate 

fiber yields a gain of 1.443 dB/cm with a slope efficiency >45% for the 100 kHz repetition rate 
pulses. To further increase the pulse energy, a 1.5 wt% Er-doped phosphate fiber with a core 
size of 75 μm and a cladding of 250 μm was fabricated [37]. An average output power of 8.5 W 
at a repetition rate of 4.8 kHz, corresponding to a pulse energy of 1.77 mJ, was obtained with a 
28-cm long gain fiber at a pump power of 63 W. Sub-500 fs pulses with a pulse energy of nearly 
1 mJ and a peak power of 1.9 GW were obtained after pulse compression.

3. Germanate fiber lasers

Laser sources operating at the 2 μm region are preferred over 1.5 μm Er3+ lasers and 1 μm Yb3+ 

and Nd3+ lasers for long-range applications, including direct energy laser weapon, LIDAR 
and sensing systems and direct optical communication, because atmospheric scattering, 
atmospheric distortion and thermal blooming significantly reduce while increasing the oper-

ating wavelength. In addition, 2 μm lasers have found unique applications in nonmetal mate-

rial processing, especially plastics, highly precise laser surgery and ideal pump sources for 

high-efficiency mid-infrared or THz laser systems. Although phosphate glasses have shown 
excellence in making short-length fiber lasers and amplifiers at the 1 μm and 1.55 μm bands, 
they are not good host material for Tm3+ and Ho3+ lasers operating at the 2 μm region due 
to their increased multi-phonon absorption and nonradiative decay. Compared to silica and 
phosphate glasses, germanate glass has lower phonon energy and longer IR absorption edge. 
Therefore, Tm3+ and Ho3+ germanate glass fibers have been fabricated as high-efficiency gain 
media for fiber laser systems operating at the 2 μm region.

3.1. Single-frequency highly doped germanate fiber lasers

Single-frequency laser sources operating at the 2 μm region are in great demand for various 
LIDARs. Since germanate glass also displays high RE solubility, highly Tm3+- and Ho3+-doped 

single-mode germanate glass fibers have been fabricated for the development of DBR single-
frequency fiber lasers at 2 μm [38, 39]. A 2-cm long 5 wt% Tm3+-doped germanate fiber with 
a core diameter of 7 μm and NA of 0.15 was used to develop a single-frequency fiber laser at 
1893 nm [38]. As shown in Figure 11(a), this single-frequency fiber laser has a pump threshold 
of 30 mW, a slope efficiency of 35% and a maximum output power of over 50 mW with respect 
to the launched power of a single-mode pump laser diode at 805 nm. Figure 11(b) shows the 
output power and optical spectrum (inset) of a 2.05 μm single-frequency fiber laser developed 
with a 2-cm long 3 wt% Ho3+-doped germanate fiber. This single-frequency Ho3+-doped ger-

manate fiber laser was pumped by a Tm3+-doped fiber laser at 1950 nm. Over 60 mW output 
power was obtained with the maximum available pump power.
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3.2. High power Tm3+-doped germanate fiber lasers and amplifiers

Tm3+ ion is a favorable active element for laser emission at the 2 μm spectral band because of its 
high quantum efficiency, broad emission band and strong absorption band at 800 nm, where 
high power and efficiency AlGaAs laser diodes are commercially available. Most importantly, 
a slope efficiency exceeding the Stokes efficiency can be obtained with Tm3+ lasers due to the 

cross-relaxation energy transfer process (3H
6
, 3H

4
 → 3F

4
, 3F

4
) between Tm3+ ions, which results 

in a quantum efficiency of 200%. The effect of cross-relaxation energy transfer between Tm3+ 

ions in a germanate glass was verified by the decreased 1.48 μm emission with the increased 
Tm3+ ion concentration [40]. A very high slope efficiency of 58% with respect to the launched 
power, corresponding to a quantum efficiency of 1.79, was demonstrated with a 4-cm long 
4 wt% Tm3+-doped germanate single-mode fiber laser. However, the output power of this 
single-mode fiber laser is at tens of mW level, which is mainly limited by the available power 
of single-mode AlGaAs diodes at 800 nm.

In order to develop a high power fiber laser source at 2 μm, highly Tm3+-doped germanate 

double-cladding fibers with large mode area (LMA) cores were fabricated for cladding-pump-

ing with high power multimode laser diodes [41]. A 64 W fiber laser at 1.9 μm was developed 
with a 20-cm long 4 wt% Tm3+-doped germanate double-cladding fiber with a core diameter 
of 50 μm and a NA of 0.02, corresponding to a V-number of 1.96. As shown in Figure 12, a 

slope efficiency (SE) of 68% with respect to the launched pump power at 800 nm was dem-

onstrated with single-end pumping configuration, indicating that a quantum efficiency of 1.8 
was achieved. As more pump power was launched into the Tm3+-doped germanate fiber by 
using a dual-end pumping configuration, a 100-W level fiber laser was demonstrated with a 
42/200 μm double-cladding fiber, and a slope efficiency of 52.5% was obtained.

Figure 11. (a) Output power and optical spectrum (inset) of a single-frequency Tm3+-doped germanate fiber laser 
operating at 1893 nm; (b) output power and optical spectrum (inset) of a single-frequency Ho3+-doped germanate fiber 
laser operating at 2053 nm.
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High energy single-frequency pulsed fiber laser sources have also been demonstrated with 
highly Tm3+-doped germanate fibers [42–44]. In [42], an all-fiber single-frequency Q-switched 
laser source at 1.92 μm with a pulse energy of 220 μJ was achieved with a monolithic master 
oscillator and power amplifier (MOPA) configuration. A 2-cm long 5 wt% Tm3+-doped germ-

anate fiber was first used to develop an actively Q-switched single-frequency fiber laser oscil-
lator by using a piezo to press the fiber of the DBR cavity. Tens of ns pulses with tunable 
width from tens of ns to 300 ns and transform-limited linewidths were obtained. Then, two 
Tm3+-doped silica fiber amplifiers were used in cascade to increase the pulse energy to 14 μJ. A 
20-cm long 4 wt% Tm3+-doped germanate double-cladding fiber with a core diameter of 25 μm 
and a cladding diameter of 250 μm was used for the last stage of the power amplifier. For 80 ns 
pulses at a repetition rate of 20 kHz, a pulse energy of 220 μJ, corresponding to a peak power of 
2.75 kW, was obtained. Figure 13(a) shows the pulse energy and peak power of a power ampli-
fier constituted by a 30-cm long 25/250 μm 4 wt% Tm3+-doped germanate fiber and operating 
at a repetition rate of 5 kHz for 15 ns pulses [43]. Half-mJ pulses with peak power > 33 kW 
and negligible nonlinear distortions were obtained at a pump power of 18 W. Single-frequency 
pulsed fiber laser sources at 1.92 μm with much higher average output power and pulse energy 
were demonstrated with a 41-cm long 4 wt% Tm3+-doped germanate fiber with a core diameter 
of 30 μm and a cladding diameter of 300 μm [44]. An average output power of 16 W for single-
frequency transform-limited 2.0 ns pulses at a repetition rate of 500 kHz was achieved. As the 
repetition rate was reduced to 100 kHz, a maximum peak power of 78.1 kW was obtained for 
the 2 ns pulses. A maximum pulse energy of nearly 1 mJ was achieved at a power of 33 W for 
15 ns pulses with a repetition rate of 1 kHz, as shown in Figure 13(b).

Highly Tm3+-doped germanate fibers are also attractive for mode-locked laser power amplifiers 
with low accumulated nonlinearity because the absorption of such gain fiber is so high and 
tens of cm long fiber can absorb most of the pump power even with cladding-pumped con-

figurations. A 10 W mode-locked laser source has been developed with a 4 wt% Tm3+-doped 

Figure 12. Output power of a single-end pumped 20-cm long 50/200 μm 4 wt% Tm3+-doped germanate fiber laser and of 
a dual-end pumped 40-cm long 42/200 μm 4 wt% Tm3+-doped germanate fiber laser.
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Figure 13. (a) Output pulse energy and peak power of a 25/250 μm 4 wt% Tm-doped germanate fiber amplifier for a 
1918.4 nm 5 kHz 15 ns single-frequency laser; (b) output pulse energy and peak power of a 30/300 μm 4 wt% Tm-doped 
germanate fiber amplifier for a 1918.4 nm 1 kHz 15 ns single-frequency laser.

Figure 14. (a) Experimental setup of a 10 W all-fiber mode-locked laser source based on a 15/130 μm 4 wt% Tm3+-doped 

germanate fiber power amplifier; (b) average output power as a function of the 793 nm pump power of a Tm3+-doped 

germanate fiber amplifier for 40 ps mode-locked laser at 1920 nm. Insets: Upper left is the microscopic image of the 15/130 
μm 4 wt% Tm3+-doped germanate fiber and lower right is the optical spectrum of the mode-locked laser fiber amplifier.
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germanate double-cladding fiber with the configuration shown in Figure 14(a). A mode-locked 
fiber laser oscillator operating at 1912 nm with a repetition rate of 32 MHz was used as the seed 
laser. The output power of the seed laser was a few mW. A fiber stretcher was used to stretch 
the pulse width to 40 ps. A core-pumped Tm3+-doped silica fiber amplifier was used to increase 
the mode-locked laser power to 150 mW first. Then, a 50-cm long Tm3+-doped germanate dou-

ble-cladding fiber with a core diameter of 15 μm and a cladding of 130 μm was used for the 
power amplifier stage. The output power of the Tm3+-doped germanate fiber amplifier as a 
function of the pump is shown in Figure 14(b). Over 10 W output power with a slope efficiency 
of 20% was obtained at a pump power of 50 W. The optical spectrum of the 10 W mode-locked 
laser fiber amplifier is shown in the lower right inset. The spectrum broadening and distor-

tion due to the accumulated nonlinear effects are negligible. The efficiency of the Tm3+-doped 

germanate fiber amplifier is lower than that of a Tm3+-doped silica fiber amplifier. It can be 
improved by optimizing the composition of the germanate glass to significantly enhance the 
cross-relaxation process and reduce the fiber propagation loss.

4. Tellurite fiber lasers

Compared to phosphate and germanate glasses, tellurite glass displays a lower maximum 
phonon energy (800 cm−1) that allows the transmission of light further into the mid-infrared 
(up to ∼5 μm) [45]. In addition, tellurite glass has large rare-earth ion solubility and enhanced 
absorption and emission cross-sections due to the large refractive index of ∼2.0, making 
rare-earth-doped tellurite glasses very attractive materials for efficient laser emission. So far, 
various rare-earth-doped fiber lasers at the 1, 1.6 and 2 μm wavelength regions have been 
reported [46–55]. On the other hand, tellurite glass has large nonlinear refractive index (5.9 × 
10−19 m2/W), high thermal stability and strong corrosion resistance, making tellurite fiber an 
ideal medium for nonlinear wavelength conversion. So far, nonlinear wavelength conversion 
lasers including SBS lasers, Raman lasers and supercontinuum lasers have been studied and 
investigated with tellurite fibers [56–66].

4.1. Rare-earth-doped tellurite fiber lasers

The first laser emission with a rare-earth-doped tellurite fiber was demonstrated in 1994 [46]. 

A single-mode Nd3+-doped tellurite fiber with an elliptical core of 3 μm × 6.5 μm and a NA of 
0.21 was fabricated with the rod-in-tube technique. A single-mode laser emission with a lasing 
threshold of 27 mW was observed at 1061 nm. A slope efficiency of 23% was obtained with 
11.9% Fresnel reflection at both ends of the fiber cavity. An Er3+-doped tellurite fiber laser was 
first reported by Mori et al. in 1997 [47]. A maximum output power of 2.5 mW at 1560 nm with 
a slope efficiency of 0.65% was obtained at a pump power of 500 mW. Afterwards, Er3+-doped 

tellurite fiber amplifiers were studied and investigated for the L-band signal amplification for 
optical communications [48, 49]. Since Er3+-doped tellurite glass has a large emission cross-

section due to the electric dipole moment transition with a large refractive index, expressed by 
σ

e
 ∼ (n2 + 2)2/9n, a small signal gain exceeding 20 dB over a bandwidth as wide as 80 nm includ-

ing the 1.55 μm and 1.58 μm bands can be obtained with an Er3+-doped tellurite fiber amplifier. 
Most importantly, the Er3+-doped tellurite fiber amplifier was found to be very suitable for the 
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L-band signal amplification especially for signal wavelengths beyond 1600 nm [49]. In addition 
to the Er3+-doped tellurite fiber for the L-band signal amplification, the S-band signal amplifica-

tion was demonstrated with a 0.4 mol% Tm3+-doped tellurite fiber by using the transition from 
3H

4
 to 3F

4
 levels of Tm3+ ions [50]. A fiber-to-fiber gain of 11 dB and an internal gain of 35 dB 

were achieved with a dual-end pumping configuration.

Compared to the S-band signal amplification, the Tm3+-doped tellurite fiber has attracted more 
attention for laser emission at the 2 μm band. In 2008, Richards et al. reported a high-effi-

ciency Tm3+-doped tellurite fiber laser at 1.88–1.99 μm [51]. An output power of 280 mW with 
a slope efficiency of 76% was obtained with a 32-cm long 1 wt% Tm3+-doped tellurite fiber core 
pumped by a silica fiber laser at 1.6 μm. A more powerful output at 2 μm was obtained by 
cladding-pumping with a multimode laser diode at 800 nm [52]. An output power of 1.12 W 
with a slope efficiency of 20% was achieved with a 40-cm long 1 wt% Tm3+-doped tellurite 

double-cladding fiber. Since Ho3+ ions are characterized by a larger emission peak than Tm3+ 

ions and Ho3+ ions can be excited via an energy transfer process between the Tm3+ and Ho3+ 

ions, the sensitization of Ho3+ by Tm3+ has been usually exploited to achieve laser emission 

beyond 2 μm by taking advantage of the high absorption of Tm3+ ions at 800 nm. In [53], a 2.1 

μm fiber laser with an output power of 35 mW was demonstrated with a 7 cm long 1 mol% 
Tm3+ and 0.5 mol% Ho3+ co-doped tellurite double-cladding fiber. This fiber was fabricated 
with the rod-in-tube method and has a core diameter of 9 μm and a NA of 0.14. In [54], a high-

efficiency Tm3+/Ho3+ co-doped tellurite fiber laser at 2.1 μm was demonstrated with in-band 
pumping at 1.6 μm. A continuous-wave output power of 160 mW with a slope efficiency of 
62% was obtained at a pump power of 350 mW. In addition to Tm3+ ions, Yb3+ ions were also 
added as sensitizer to enhance the pump absorption of a Ho3+ laser system. A tellurite fiber 
with a 7.5 μm core doped with 1.5 wt% Yb

2
O

3
, 1.0 wt% Tm

2
O

3
 and 1.0 wt% Ho

2
O

3
 was fabri-

cated [55]. A 60 mW laser output at 2.1 μm with a slope efficiency of 25% was demonstrated 
with a 17-cm long Tm3+/Ho3+/Yb3+ triply-doped tellurite fiber. Although high-efficiency Tm3+-, 

Tm3+/Ho3+- and Tm3+/Ho3+/Yb3+-doped tellurite fiber lasers at 2 μm have been demonstrated, 
their output is still much lower than that of germanate and silica fiber lasers. Higher output 
power tellurite fiber lasers can be obtained by reducing the propagation loss of the fiber and 
improving the thermal management of the fiber laser.

4.2. Nonlinear wavelength conversion tellurite fiber lasers

Because of its broad transmission and large nonlinearity, tellurite glass has been extensively used 
as a low phonon energy oxide glass in nonlinear photonic devices. Combining the long interac-

tion length and small core size with large nonlinearity, undoped tellurite glass fibers are excellent 
platforms for nonlinear wavelength conversion lasers with low threshold and high efficiency.

The SBS can convert the incident pump light into lower energy scattered light in counter-

propagating direction due to the interaction of the pump light and acoustic phonons. The SBS 
has found applications in optical amplification, optical fiber sensors, phase conjugation and 
slow light generation. A SBS laser based on tellurite fiber was first demonstrated with a 200-m 
long single-mode tellurite fiber with a core diameter of 2.2 μm [56]. A maximum unsaturated 
power of 54.6 mW at 1550 nm with a slope efficiency of 38.2% was achieved, and the Brillouin 
gain coefficient of the tellurite fiber was measured to be 1.6989 × 10−10 m/W.
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Compared to the Brillouin scattering, the Raman scattering is more attractive for optical 
amplification and nonlinear wavelength conversion because the Raman gain bandwidth 
and frequency shift are much larger than those of the Brillouin scattering. By taking advan-

tage of the large Raman gain coefficient (55 W−1/km), broad gain bandwidth (∼300 cm−1) 
and large Raman shift (∼750 cm−1) of the tellurite fiber, Mori et al. demonstrated a tellurite 
fiber Raman amplifier with a gain of over 10 dB and a noise figure below 10 dB from 1490 
to 1650 nm [57]. Qin et al. reported a widely tunable ring-cavity tellurite fiber Raman laser 
with more than 100 nm tunable range (1495–1600 nm) [58]. In [59], Raman tellurite fiber 
lasers operating at 3–5 μm pumped by readily available CW and Q-switched Er3+-doped 

fluoride fiber lasers at 2.8 μm were proposed and numerically investigated. The simula-

tion results showed that watt level or even 10-W level fiber laser sources in the 3–5 μm 
atmospheric transparency window can be achieved by utilizing the first- and second-order 
Raman scattering in the tellurite fiber. Raman scattering can also be utilized to achieve 
widely wavelength tunable ultrashort pulses through the soliton self-frequency shift 
(SSFS), which originates from the intra-pulse stimulated Raman scattering that transfers 
the high frequency part of the pulse spectrum to the low frequency part. In [60], a widely 
wavelength tunable 100 fs pulsed laser source in the 1.6–2.65 μm range was achieved with 
a suspended core microstructured tellurite fiber pumped by a hybrid Er3+/Tm3+-doped 

silica fiber system.

Supercontinuum (SC) laser sources possessing ultra-broad spectral bandwidth and extremely 
high spectral brightness have found a variety of applications. Optical fibers have been con-

sidered as an inherently excellent candidate for SC generation because they can provide a 
significant length and guide small beam size for the nonlinear interaction. Because of the 
large nonlinearity and broad transmission bandwidth, tellurite fibers have shown advan-

tages in SC generation with a low pump power threshold and a very broad spectral band-

width [61–66]. In 2008, a broadband supercontinuum light spanning over 789–4870 nm was 
demonstrated with an 8-mm long microstructured tellurite fiber [61]. This tellurite fiber has a 
core diameter of 2.5 μm, a nonlinear waveguide coefficient of 596 W−1/km and a zero-disper-

sion wavelength (ZDW) of 1380 nm, allowing anomalous dispersion pumping at 1550 nm. 
An average power of 70 mW was obtained at a launched pump power of 150 mW. In [62], in 

order to generate flattened SC light, a microstructured tellurite fiber was tapered to tailor the 
group velocity dispersion from a small positive value to a large negative one. A flattened SC 
laser spanning from 843 to 2157 nm with less than 10 dB intensity variation was demonstrated 
with a 5 -cm long and zero-dispersion-decreasing microstructured tellurite fiber. In addition 
to the SC generation, the second and third harmonic generations in microstructured tellurite 
fibers were investigated with a 1557 nm femtosecond fiber laser [63]. Supercontinuum light 
spanning over 470–2400 nm was achieved with a microstructured tellurite fiber with a core 
diameter of 2.7 μm. This research demonstrated that the chromatic dispersion controlled 
microstructured tellurite fibers are potential candidates for second harmonic generation, 
third harmonic generation and SC generation expanding from visible to mid-IR regions. 
SC generation in highly nonlinear microstructured tellurite fibers pumped by a CW/quasi-
CW laser was investigated by Liao et al. [64]. SC with spectral bandwidth broader than one 
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octave was achieved with a sub-meter fiber and a watt-level peak-power pump. However, 
these SC laser sources are based on microstructured tellurite fibers, which usually have a 
very small effective core area and poor heat dissipation capability, and thus their output 
power scaling is constrained by the breakdown damage of the fiber cores. To achieve a high 
average power SC laser, solid-cladding tellurite fibers have to be used due to the improved 
thermal and mechanical properties.

The ZDW of a tellurite glass is typically around 2.3 μm, so the zero dispersion wavelength 
of a regular step-index tellurite fiber is longer than 2.3 μm. It is worthwhile noting that this 
value is not compatible with the pump wavelength of the most commonly available high 
power pump sources, thus making it challenging to achieve high power SC with broad 
spectral bandwidth. To overcome this constraint, a solid-cladding tellurite fiber with a 
W-type index profile as the one shown in the inset of Figure 15(b) was fabricated by the 
rod-in-tube method. This fiber has a solid core with a diameter of 3.8 μm and an 11.4 μm 
inner cladding with index lower than that of the core and the outer cladding. The disper-

sion of the W-type index fiber was measured and is shown in the inset of Figure 15(c). The 

first zero-dispersion wavelength is shifted to 2 μm and there is another zero-dispersion 
wavelength at 3.9 μm. This fiber has been used to demonstrate the first watt-level SC laser 
source based on a tellurite fiber [65]. More than 1.2 W SC were obtained with conversion 
efficiency greater than 30% from the 1.9 μm pump wavelength to the 2–5 μm spectral range. 
Detailed experimental parameters study on mid-IR SC generation in W-type index tellurite 
fibers is reported in [66]. Soliton SC with a maximum spectral width of over 2000 nm span-

ning from 2.6 to 4.6 μm and output powers of up to 160 mW was obtained with a 4.2 μm 
core fiber pumped at 3 μm. The power scaling of the SC generation based on the W-type 
index tellurite fiber was demonstrated with the all-fiber setup shown in Figure 15(a). A 
mode-locked fiber laser at 1912 nm with a repetition rate of 32 MHz was used as the seed 
laser. The pulse width is stretched to 40 ps by a fiber stretcher. The average power of the 
mode-locked laser was increased to over 10 W by three-stage Tm3+-doped fiber amplifiers. 
The 10 W mode-locked laser was coupled into the W-type index tellurite fiber via a fiber 
mode-field adapter. The output power of the all-fiber SC laser source was measured and is 
shown in Figure 15(b). Nearly 5 W SC were generated at the pump power of 10.6 W. The 
optical spectrum of the SC laser source is shown in Figure 15(c). The power intensity at long 
wavelength starts to decrease at about 3.8 μm, which is close to the second zero-dispersion 
wavelength. Red-shift dispersion waves were measured at wavelengths beyond 4 μm. The 
long wavelength of the SC can be further extended by using a tellurite fiber with a longer 
second zero-dispersion wavelength. High power mid-infrared SC laser sources with a high 
spectral power density in the 3–5 μm atmospheric window are very attractive for long dis-

tance applications. Both simulation and experimental results have confirmed that SC with 
a very high power proportion in the 3–5 μm region can be obtained with a tellurite fiber 
pumped by ultrafast mid-infrared pulses at a wavelength of around 3 μm [66, 67]. Various 

Q-switched and mode-locked fiber lasers at 3 μm have already been demonstrated [68, 69]. 

Therefore, high power all-fiber SC laser sources with >90% power intensity in the atmo-

spheric window can be developed with current fiber laser technology.
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